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Abstract
In this paper we propose an adaptive approach to managing the development of students’ knowledge in the
comprehensive project-based learning (PBL) environment. Subject study is realized by two-stage PBL. It shapes
adaptive knowledge management (KM) process and promotes the correct balance between personalized and
collaborative learning. The six-step approach comprises planning the development of students’ knowledge providing the
needed instructional materials; KM of students by teaching a subject in the PBL environment leading to acquiring
subject knowledge while work on a sample-project every student of a study group; sustaining adaptive self-formation of
knowledge heterogeneous collaborative groups through sharing accountability among students for results of performing
project tasks; guiding collaborative performance of group projects aimed at setting adaptive assessments of knowledge
for collaborative groups and individual students based on the current state of knowledge, dynamic choice of control
tests for individual students and projects of suitable complexity for collaborative groups, and adjustment of an
instructor’s control questions to complexity levels of projects performed by groups; assessing the knowledge gained by
each student after completion of a group project by the control tests of different complexity; and evaluating knowledge
dynamics of students through the proposed coefficient of knowledge development.
Keywords: adaptive knowledge management, project-based learning
1. Introduction
Specialists having deep knowledge and higher order thinking competencies are needed for the modern knowledge-based
economy (Dym et al., 2005; Larmer&Mergendoller, 2015). A constructivist approach to teaching using project-based
learning (PBL) is required for training such specialists (Thomas, 2000; Solomon, 2003; Barkley, Cross & Howell, 2004;
Krauss &Boss, 2013).
The PBL effectiveness can be promoted by a comprehensive learning environment. The comprehensive environment is
characterized as student-centered, knowledge -centered, community-centered, assessment-centered, computer-centered,
nd accountability-centered (Bransford, Brown & Cocking, 1999; Jonassen, 2004; Anderson, 2008; Tilchin&Kittany,
2016).
The student-centered characteristic implies students’ independence in learning by doing, combining individual and
collaborative learning, encouraging critical thinking, monitoring existing student knowledge both the instructor and the
students, and adaptability to each student (Felder & Brent, 2001; Solomon, 2003; Barkley, Cross & Howell, 2004;
Savery, 2006; Ravitz, 2009; Bender, 2012).
The knowledge-centered characteristic means the instructor’s fostering knowledge development in students. Knowledge
can be represented in four levels: know-what, know-how, know-why, care-why (Quinn, Anderson & Finkelstein, 1998;
Tiwana, 1999). The knowledge levels have their determined roles in education. Thus, the know-what level represents
cognitive knowledge; the know-how level deals with practical problems of design based on a synthesis of knowledge;
the know-why level refers to deep knowledge of complex cause-and-effect relationships; the care-why level embodies
self-motivated creativity. Know-why and care-why knowledge levels present higher-order knowledge.
The community-centered characteristic represents group work in online learning environment to develop knowledge
collaboratively (Coakes& Clarke, 2006; Anderson, 2008). The assessment centered characteristic means high quantity
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and quality of assessments while maintaining learner interest to knowledge development (Shavelson, 2009). An
assessment should be guided and adaptive process. The computer-centered characteristic denotes computer support of
PBL through using possibilities of computer technologies for providing effective learning and decreasing an
extra-heavy workload for an instructor (Stahl, 2006). The accountability-centered characteristic means taking
accountability of the students for learning results. It requires group interdependence, motivation, compatibility, and
sociability (Garrison, 1992; Reeves, 2004; Krantz&SooHoo, 2005; Stanton & Fairfax, 2007; Doyle &Taqq, 2008).
Knowledge management (KM) of students while a course study in the comprehensive PBL environment is based on
realization of KM concept (Sallis& Jones, 2002; Livingstone &Guile, 2012; Rooney, McKenna&Liesh, 2014; Altinay,
Dagli&Kasimoglu, 2015). According to the concept, knowledge development of students is attained through knowledge
creation, knowledge sharing, and knowledge utilization (Tiwana, 1999; Petrides&Nodine, 2003; Dalkir&Liebowitz,
2011; Edwards, 2015).
Knowledge development can be promoted by adaptive management of knowledge development by using the results of
multifaceted assessment (Sherif, 2006; Mcinerney& Day, 2007;Zaim H., Tatoglu, &Zaim S., 2007; Dalkir&Liebowitz,
2011). It requires carrying out theoretical research to devise an adaptive approach. The goal of the proposed approach is
to elaborate and evaluate the process of adaptive management of knowledge development of students in the
comprehensive PBL environment. It will allow us to create a practical method and a supporting system for adaptive
management of the development of students’ knowledge while PBL.
2. Related Research
The researches are examined here relative to various aspects of promoting students’ knowledge development.
The aspects are management of PBL, knowledge management, and adaptive learning support.
The principles of managing PBL are determined by Mergendoller and Thomas (2005). The authors grouped their under
seven categories: time management, getting started, establishing a culture that stresses student self-management,
managing student groups, working with others outside the classroom, getting the most out of technological resources,
and assessing students and evaluating projects. Mergendoller, Markham, Ravitz and Larmer (2006) developed a
“pervasive” four stage management approach to guide students effectively through the PBL process. The stages are
project planning, project launch, guided inquiry and product creation, and project conclusion. Management activities
guiding and facilitating students’ PBL are determined relative to each stage.
The management of student groups is aimed at facilitating group interactions. Various methods and means of facilitation
of group interactions are suggested in works (Ettington& Camp, 2002; Dongsik&Seunghee, 2002; Lopez et al., 2002;
Weinberger et al., 2003).Markham (2012) suggested an approach to specific management of project performance
directed towards building collective knowledge through collaboration.
Prusak and Cranefield (2016) suggested practices for personal knowledge management (PKM) in order to keep ideas
and skills current and to remain flexible and innovative. Garner (2010) set relation between personal KM and learning.
The author proposed the seven components of PKM and connected them with elements of a learning framework created
by Oliver and Herrington (2001). The framework comprises three critical elements: learning content, learning activities,
and learning support. The components of PKM are retrieving content, assessing information, organizing the information,
analyzing the information, collaboration, securing information, presenting information.
Vasilyeva, Pechenizkiy and Puuronen (2005) represented a KM process in adaptive e-learning system. The goal of this
process is to make the use of an adaptation mechanism more effective. The authors divided the KM process into five
main stages: knowledge creation and acquisition, knowledge organization and storage, knowledge distribution and
integration, knowledge adaptation and application, and knowledge evaluation, validation and refinement. The
adaptation mechanism provides the adaptation of the learning materials’ content presentation according the proficiency
of the students.
Burgos, Tattersall and Koper (2006) described a modern adaptive system providing the adaptation based on learning
behavior of students, personalized and collaborative learning based on student learning goals, and adjusting the
instruction type to the needs or preferences of the student. Brusilovsky and Maybury (2002) defined an adaptive system
as one that distinguishes between users including their knowledge goals and interests, and an adaptable system as one
requiring the user to specify exactly how the system should be different. Mennin (2007) investigated a PBL group as a
complex adaptive system. A student group is complex in that it is dynamic network of interactions among students, and
it is adaptive in that the students individually and a group are altered corresponding to the change.
Burgos, Tattersall and Koper (2006) proposed different types of adaptive learning support including problem-solving
support, information filtering, collaborative grouping of students, adaptive testing and real-time course modifications by
the instructor to meet the specific needs of students. Soller (2007) described various tools of adaptive support for
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collaborative learning to conduce interactions, motivation for knowledge sharing, and collaboration management.
Brusilovsky and Peylo (2003) considered adaptive collaboration support providing an interactive support of a
collaboration process assisting an individual student in solving a problem, and adaptive group formation using
knowledge about collaborating peers.
Aguilar and Kaijiri (2007) developed an adaptive computer-based assessment system, which provides initial, formative,
and summative assessments. The system generates questions adapted to the learners’ knowledge. Lazarinis, Green and
Pearson (2010) proposed computerized adaptive testing system, which adapts based on student performance,
instructional goals, and test participants existing knowledge of the subject matter. The authors provided examples where
instructors set different adaptive assessments for various scenarios. Papanastasiou (2014) defined adaptive assessment
as one that is specific for each student and takes into account that student's previous performance, thus making it more
accurate in terms of individual ability.
The publications discussed above indicate that no an adaptive approach exists to managing knowledge development in
the comprehensive PBL environment. The proposed adaptive approach to managing knowledge development is aimed
at promoting effective development of student knowledge due to: detailed planning knowledge development of students,
creating and applying a mechanism for adaptive management of the development of students’ knowledge, realizing
subject study through two-stage PBL process, and inducing, guiding, and facilitating knowledge development.
3. The Adaptive Approach to Managing the Development of Students’ Knowledge
The goal of the approach is to intensify subject study through guiding, inducing, and facilitating the development of
students’ knowledge in the comprehensive PBL environment. The adaptive management of knowledge development is
aimed at knowledge creation, knowledge sharing, and knowledge utilization. It comprises adaptive self-formation of
knowledge-heterogeneous collaborative groups of students, adaptation of an instructor’s assessments to knowledge
dynamics of individual students and collaborative groups, adaptive choice of the projects of suitable complexity for the
collaborative groups, dynamic choice of control tests for monitoring and assessing individual students, and adjustment
of an instructor’s control questions to complexity levels of the projects performed by the collaborative groups.
Adaptive management of the development of students’ knowledge is realized while the two- stage PBL. The purpose of
the first stage is promoting creation of knowledge relevant to subject, and fostering adoption of specificity of the
comprehensive PBL environment while performing a sample-project by each student of the class. The purpose of the
second stage is promoting the development of students’ knowledge through knowledge sharing and knowledge
utilization while performance of projects by collaborative groups.
The approach intends consistent performance of the determined steps.
Step1. Planning the development of students’ knowledge
The aim is preparing instructional material needed for adaptive management of the development of students’ knowledge
while realizing a two- stage process of the PBL learning.
At first, a subject specification taking into account the requirements for a student is created. After studying a subject, a
student should know its concepts, get results by applying theoretical knowledge, explain cause-and-effect relationships,
and make creative decisions. The specification involves list the subject topics and an aggregate of knowledge
components representing subject-relevant knowledge. A knowledge component corresponds with a topic. A knowledge
component includes the sub-components know-what (k1), know-how (k2), know-why (k3), and care-why (k4)
corresponding with the aforementioned knowledge levels. Hence, the knowledge component relevant to j topic is K j=
<kj1, kj2, kj3, kj4>, where j=1,…, n; n is the quantity of subject topics.
Next, correspondence between a subject and a sample-project regarding the required knowledge is determined.
Knowledge needed for performance of the sample-project (sample project-relevant knowledge) should be equal to
subject-relevant knowledge. A set of project tasks corresponds with a set of subject topics. It means that one task or
some tasks of a sample-project should correspond to each subject topic. Task-relevant knowledge (it is knowledge
needed for performance of a task) is defined depending on the quantity of the tasks corresponding with the topic. The
order of performing project tasks is conformed to the order of teaching subject topics.
Then, the initial assessments of students’ knowledge regarding different sub-components of knowledge are set. The
more initial assessments are set for know what and know-how sub-components for inducing students to subject study.
Assessments of students’ knowledge regarding the sample-project tasks are determined by splitting the initial
assessments.
At last, a specification of the projects of different complexity levels is created. They are intended for performance by
student collaborative groups. The more complicated project requires more higher-order knowledge represented by
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know-why, and care-why components for its performance. Control tests for examination of students’ knowledge after
completion of the sample-project and the group projects are prepared.
Example1.There are five subject topics. Hence, subject-relevant knowledge is represented by five knowledge
components. Two project tasks correspond with the first subject topic. One project task corresponds with each of other
subject topics.
The initial assessment for studying of a subject is 100%.The initial assessments for studying of a subject regarding
knowledge sub-components are a result of splitting the subject assessment. They are represented in Table 1.
Table 1. The initial assessments for studying of a subject
The knowledge sub- components
know-what (k1)
know-how(k2)
know-why(k3)
care-why(k4)

Assessments %
30
40
20
10

Since the subject contains five subject topics, the fixed assessments of topic-relevant knowledge of a student regarding
the knowledge sub-components are equal to 6%, 8%, 4%, and 2%, accordingly. If one task of a sample-project
corresponds with one subject topic, then fixed assessments of task-relevant knowledge regarding the knowledge subcomponents are equal to 6%, 8%, 4%, and 2%, accordingly. Since, two project tasks correspond with the first subject
topic, fixed assessments of task-relevant knowledge each of tasks are equal to 3%, 4%, 2%, and 1%, accordingly.
Correspondence between the project complexity level and the range of cumulative knowledge assessments of students
from a potential collaborative group (a group includes three students) is represented by Table 2.
Table 2. Correspondence between the project complexity levels and the assessment ranges
The project complexity level
The assessment range
1
150-200
2
201-250
3
251-300
Step 2. KM of students by teaching the subject
The aim is realizing and assessing the KM process by teaching the subject in the PBL environment. Teaching the
subject consists in submitting the subject matter while work on the sample-project every student of a study group and
guiding project performance to promote adoption of specificity of the comprehensive PBL environment. The subject
matter is submitted in synchrony with the performance of the sample project tasks since each subject topic corresponds
to one or more of these tasks.
An instructor assesses a student's knowledge after completion of the sample-project through control questions regarding
the various knowledge sub-components. Correct answers of a student at a certain knowledge sub-component indicate
that he has acquired knowledge at this sub-component. That means that a student has met the initial assessment set for
this sub-component. If answers of a student are not entirely correct then the corresponding assessment is marked. Lastly
the sum of formative assessments of each student's knowledge for all knowledge components is calculated and that is
his (her) total formative assessment of knowledge.
Example 2. The formative assessments of the knowledge built by students while performance of the sample-project is
represented in Table3. Row names correspond to the knowledge sub-components regarding the project tasks. Lower and
upper indices denote numbers of the tasks and the knowledge sub-components, accordingly. Initial assessments of the
knowledge sub-components are shown. Column names correspond to student IDs. Knowledge regarding a certain
sub-component built by a student is marked at the intersection of a row and a column.
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Table 3. The formative assessments of the students’ knowledge after completion of a sample project
The
The initial
The formative assessments of the students’ knowledge
sample-project
assessments of
S1
S2
S3
S4
S5
S6
tasks
knowledge
sub-components
K1112 (3%)
2
3
3
2
2
2
Z1
K113 (4%)
3
4
2
2
1
2
K11 4 (2%)
1
2
0.5
1
0.5
2
K111 (1%)
0.5
1
1
1
0.5
0.5
K122 (3%)
3
3
2
3
2
2
Z2
K123 (4%)
3
3
2
4
2
3
K12 4 (2%)
1
1
0.5
1
0.5
1
K121 (1%)
0.5
1
1
1
0.5
0.5
K32 (6%)
6
5
6
6
5
5
Z3
K33 (8%)
4
6
7
6
4
4
K3 4 (4%)
3
3
1
3
2
1
K31 (2%)
1
2
1
2
1
1
K42 (6%)
5
6
3
5
4
4
Z4
K43 (8%)
8
8
4
7
5
6
K44 (4%)
3
4
2
2
1
3
K4 1 (2%)
2
1
1
1
1
2
K52 (6%)
4
5
5
4
6
6
Z5
K53 (8%)
5
8
6
6
5
7
K54 (4%)
2
3
2
2
1
2
K5 1 (2%)
1
2
2
2
1
1
K62 (6%)
6
6
4
6
5
5
Z6
K63 (8%)
7
8
5
5
4
4
K6 4 (4%)
3
4
1
2
2
1
K6 (2%)
1
1
1
1
1
1
The formative assessments of the students’ knowledge regarding the knowledge sub-components are represented by
Table 4. The last row of Table4 contains the total formative assessments of student knowledge.
Table 4. The formative assessments of the students’ knowledge regarding knowledge sub-components
The knowledge
The formative assessments of the students’ knowledge
sub-components
S1
S2
S3
S4
S5
know-what
26
28
23
25
24
know-how
30
37
26
35
21
know-why
13
17
7
11
7
care-why
6
8
7
8
5
The total formative
75
90
63
79
57
assessments
Step 3. Sustaining self-formation of collaborative groups

S6
24
26
10
6
66

The aim is sustaining self-forming knowledge heterogeneous collaborative groups through taking accountability of
students for results of performing project tasks. Self-forming collaborative groups is sustained by instructor
requirements. The requirements induce students for knowledge development through collaborative interactions while
performance of group projects.
The requirements are:

Maximal allowed quantity of students in a collaborative group is fixed. It conduces to intra-group interactions
fostering knowledge transfer.

One member of a collaborative group is accountable for performing a project task. It creates personal
accountability of students for qualitative and timely performance of the tasks.

A student may be accountable for performing fixed quantity of the project tasks corresponding with different
subject topics. It provides sharing and diversity accountability.


Taking into account personal characteristics of students. It enables compatibility of students.


The students of a collaborative group participate in performance of all project tasks. It encourages intensive
collaboration of students.
Self-forming knowledge heterogeneous collaborative groups involves self-evaluation of the students and coordination
of self-evaluation outcomes with taking into account the requirements.
A student realizes self-evaluation of his (her) willingness and desire to take accountability for results of performance of
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determined project tasks. The willingness to be accountable is resulted by holding knowledge needed for performance
of a task. The desire to take accountability is caused by the determined requirements.
A table reflecting results of self-evaluation of the willingness and the desire of students to take accountability for project
task performance can be created. The rows of the table correspond to the students. The columns of the table correspond
to the subject topics and the project tasks that should be performed. Intersection of a row and a column contains result
of self-evaluation. The intersection is marked by symbol “A”, if a student is willing and desiring to take accountability
for result of performing a task.
Example 3. A sequence of the tasks z1, z2, ….., z6 of the group project is determined. The task number reflects the
priority of its performance. A study group contains 6 students. Maximal allowed quantity of students in the collaborative
group is equal to three. Then, the quantity of collaborative groups must be equal to two. Each student should be
accountable for performing two project tasks. The self-evaluation outcomes are presented by Table 5. Thus, the student
s1 makes decision to take accountability for the results of performing the tasks z1 and z3, corresponding with the first
and the second subject topic, accordingly.
Table 5.The self-evaluation outcomes

The students
s1

1
z1
A

z2

The subject topics and project tasks
2
3
z3
z4
A

4
z5

5
z6

s2
A
A
s3
A
A
A
s4
A
A
s5
A
A
s6
A
A
The table containing the self-assessment outcomes is manifested. The objective of manifestation is to foster
coordination of taken accountability of students for the results of performing the project tasks so to complete
self-forming collaborative groups.
Coordination is realized through discussion of students with participation of an instructor. During discussion, every
student compares tasks for which he would be accountable with those tasks chosen by peers and the performance of
which they would be accountable. The aim of comparison is to form collaborative groups for performing the tasks
through coordination of result-based personal accountability of students.
The tasks selected earlier by a student can be replaced by other tasks due to coordination with peers. If some students
want to be accountable for performing the same task, despite coordination of their outcomes, then the instructor
determines the student who should be accountable for the result.
If there is not a student who shows desire to take accountability for performing a task, the instructor delegates
accountability to the most suitable student. Hence, forming heterogeneous collaborative groups leading to the building
complete accountability of students for results of performing all project tasks through compared analysis of students’
choices is realized.
Example 4.Students s1and s2 are incompatible. It allows forming the composition versions of collaborative groups. The
composition versions and result their analysis based on data from Table5 are represented by Table 6.
Table 6. Analysis of the collaborative group versions
The
The composition Taken accountability
Lack
of Competition for
collaborative
versions
of for task performance
accountability for taking
groups
collaborative
task performance
accountability
groups
The first
<s1, s3, s4>
z1z3, z3z5, z2z5
z4z6
z3z5
collaborative
<s1, s3, s5>
z1z3, z3z5, z2z4
z6
z3
group
<s1, s3, s6>
z1z3, z3z5, z4z6
z2
z3
The second
<s2, s5, s6>
z1z3, z2z4, z4z6
z5
z4
collaborative
<s2, s4, s5>
z1z3, z2z5, z2z4
z6
z2
group
<s2, s4, s6>
z1z3, z2z5, z4z6
0
0
Analysis of the possible composition versions of first collaborative group allows to conclude that the most preferable
versions are <s1, s3, s5> and <s1, s3, s6> since there are lack of accountability for performance of a single task and
competition for taking accountability for a single task for each of these versions.
If the composition version <s1, s3, s5> of the first collaborative group is chosen then second collaborative group includes
the students s2, s4, and s6. If the composition version <s1, s3, s6> the first group is chosen then second collaborative
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group includes the students s2, s4, and s5. Analysis of the composition versions (Table 6) of the second collaborative
group allows concluding that the composition version <s2, s4, s6> is the most preferable. It determines choice of first
collaborative group. Hence, the formed collaborative groups are <s1, s3, s5>and <s2, s4, s6>.
Yet, the students s1 and the s3 from the first collaborative group are competing for taking accountability for performing
task z3 and there is lack of accountability for performance of the task z6 (Table 6). Coordination their self-assessment
outcomes through discussion with the participation of an instructor is realized. As a result of coordination, the student s3
takes accountability for result of performing the task z6 instead of the task z3. The accountability outcomes of the
students of the formed collaborative groups are represented by Table 7. The accountability outcomes satisfy the above
mentioned requirements.
Table 7. The accountability outcomes of the collaborative groups’ students
The subject topics and project tasks
The collaborative
The students
1
2
3
4
groups
z1
z2
z3
z4
z5

The first
collaborative
groups

s1

A

5
z6

A

s3
s5
A
The second
s2
A
collaborative
s4
A
groups
s6
Step 4. Guiding collaborative performance of group projects

A

A

A
A
A
A

A

The aim is assigning projects for collaborative groups and setting adaptive assessments of knowledge for collaborative
groups and individual students.
Assigning a project for a collaborative group is resulted by choice of a project of suitable complexity level through
comparison between complexity levels of the projects and the total formative assessments of the groups’ knowledge.
Formative knowledge assessment of the collaborative group is calculated as sum of the formative knowledge
assessments received by students of the group. The project of higher complexity level is assigned for the collaborative
group having the more formative assessment.
Example 5.On the basis of data from Table 4, the total formative knowledge assessments of the first and the second
collaborative groups are 195, and 235, accordingly. Then, the projects of the first and second complexity levels are
assigned for the first and the second collaborative groups, accordingly (Table 2).
Since at the second stage of PBL the instructor's main attention is devoted to developing higher order knowledge,
adaptive assessments of student knowledge regarding know-why and care-why levels should be more than adaptive
assessments regarding know –what and know-how levels.
The adaptive knowledge assessment of the collaborative group is set by taking into account of its total formative
assessment. According to that, the more adaptive assessment of knowledge regarding know-why and care-why
sub-components is set for the collaborative group having the more total formative assessment of knowledge.
Example 6.An adaptive assessment of knowledge regarding the knowledge component is set equal to 100%.The total
formative assessments of knowledge of the first and the second collaborative groups are 195, and 235, accordingly
(Example 5). Consequently, the more adaptive assessment of both know-why and care-why sub-components is set for
second group. The adaptive assessments of the collaborative groups regarding the knowledge sub-component couples
are represented by Table 8.
Table 8. The adaptive assessments of the collaborative groups
The knowledge sub-components
The adaptive assessments of the
The adaptive assessments of
first group
the second group
know-what and know-how
40
30
know-why and care-why
60
70
Knowledge dynamics of the collaborative groups after completion of the sample project is determined through
a coefficient of knowledge development by formula:
δ(kj) = (g(kj) – gb(kj)) / gb(kj) ,

-1< δ(kj) ≤ 0

(1)

where
g(kj) is a formative assessment of a collaborative group regarding kjknowledge sub-component, j=1,2, 3, 4 gb(kj) is a
basic(an initial) assessment of a group regarding kj sub-component.
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If the value of the knowledge development coefficient of a group regarding some sub-component is lower, then its
adaptive knowledge assessment regarding this sub-component should be more.
Example7. The initial group assessments regarding know-what, know-how, know-why, and care-why knowledge
sub-components are 90, 120, 60, and 30, accordingly (Table 1).
The formative assessments of the first collaborative group regarding know-what, know-how, know-why, and care-why
sub-components are 73, 77, 27, and18, accordingly (Table 4). Similarly, the formative assessments of the second
collaborative group regarding the knowledge sub-components are 77, 98, 38, and 22, accordingly.
The values of the knowledge development coefficient regarding the knowledge sub-components determined by formula
(1) are represented by Table 9.
Table 9. The values of the knowledge development coefficient
The name of
Thevalues of the knowledge development coefficient regarding sub-components
collaborative group
know-what
know-how
know-why
care-why
The first group
-0.19
-0.36
-0.55
-0.40
The second group
-0.14
-0.18
-0.37
-0.60
The adaptive knowledge assessments of individual students are set by differentiation of the adaptive knowledge
assessments of the corresponding collaborative groups with taking into account the values of the knowledge
development coefficient. It motivates students to gain lacking knowledge through collaborative work on a group
project.
The value of the knowledge development coefficient for first collaborative group regarding know-what sub-component
is higher than the coefficient value regarding know-how sub-component. Hence, the adaptive knowledge assessment
regarding know-what sub-component should be less than the adaptive assessment regarding know-how sub-component
for students from this collaborative group. The value of the knowledge development coefficient regarding care-why
sub-component is higher than the coefficient value regarding know-why sub-component. Consequently, the adaptive
knowledge assessment regarding care-why sub-component should be less than the adaptive assessment regarding
know-why sub-component.
The adaptive assessments of knowledge for students of the second collaborative group are set on the basis of similar
reasoning. Difference of the adaptive assessments is determined proportionally by difference of the values of knowledge
development coefficient. The adaptive knowledge assessments of students are represented by Table 10.
Table 10. The adaptive knowledge assessments of the collaborative group students
The knowledge sub-components
know-what
know-how
know-why
care-why

The adaptive assessments of students
the first group
the second group
14
13
26
17
35
27
25
43

Step5. Assessing student knowledge after completion of the group projects
The aim is assessment of the knowledge gained by each student after completion of the group projects. Assessment is
realized by an instructor through the control tests of different complexity regarding the various knowledge components.
A student who passes the control tests is considered to have mastered the corresponding knowledge. Then assessment of
a student equals the adaptive assessment as set for the student from a collaborative group. If a student doesn’t answer
the control tests correctly or completely, then the corresponding assessment is marked.
Example8.Assessments of students regarding knowledge sub-components received after completion of the group
projects are represented by Table 11. The total knowledge assessments of students (regarding knowledge component)
are shown in the last row of the Table 11.
Table 11. The student assessments after completion of the group projects
The adaptive knowledge assessments
of the first group students regarding
knowledge sub-components
know-what(14)
know-how(26)
know-why(35)
care-why (25)
The total knowledge assessments

The
knowledge
assessments of the first
group students
S1
S3
S5
13
10
11
25
23
22
31
28
27
22
18
15
91
79
75

The adaptive knowledge assessments
of the second group students
regarding knowledge sub-components
know-what(13)
know-how(17)
know-why(27)
care-why(43)
The total knowledge assessments

Step6. Evaluating the development of students’ knowledge
49

The
knowledge
assessments of the
second group students
S2
S4
S6
13
12
11
16
15
14
24
18
17
42
40
38
95
85
80
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The aim is to evaluate of knowledge dynamics resulted by adaptive KM of students. Evaluation of knowledge dynamics
is realized by comparison of the values of knowledge development coefficient calculated on the basis of knowledge
assessments after completion of first and second stages of PBL.
The values of knowledge development coefficient of students are calculated by using a formula:
µ (ki) = (g(ki) – gb(ki)) / gb(ki),

-1< µ (ki) ≤ 0

(2)

where
µ (kj) is a knowledge development coefficient of a student regarding ki sub-component;
g (ki) is knowledge assessment of a student regarding kjsub-component;
gb(kj) is basic assessment of student knowledge regarding kj sub-component.
Example9.The basic (initial) assessment of student knowledge regarding know-what sub-component is 30% (Table1).
The formative knowledge assessment of student s1 regarding this sub-component received after completion of first stage
of PBL is 26% (Table4). Then, the value of knowledge development coefficient of student s1 regarding know-what
sub-component calculated by formula (2) equals -0.13.The basic (adaptive) knowledge assessment of student
s1regarding know-what sub-component is 14% (Table10). The knowledge assessment of student s1 regarding this
sub-component received after completion of second stage of PBL is 12% (Table11). Then, the value of coefficient of
knowledge development in student s1 regarding know-what sub-component calculated by formula (2) equals -0.07.
The basic assessment of student knowledge regarding knowledge component is 100% (Table1and Example 6). Then,
the basic knowledge assessment of group involving three students regarding knowledge component is 300%.
The total formative knowledge assessments of the first and the second collaborative groups after completion of the first
PBL stage are 195, and 235, accordingly (Example 5). Hence, the values of knowledge development coefficient of the
first and the second collaborative groups are -0.35 and -0.21, accordingly. The values are calculated by formula (1).
The total knowledge assessments of the first and the second collaborative groups after completion of the second PBL
stage determined on the basis of data from Table11 are 245, and 260, accordingly. Hence, the values of coefficient of
knowledge development of the first and the second collaborative groups calculated by formula (1) equals -0.18 and
-0.13, accordingly.
The calculated values of coefficient of knowledge development in students regarding knowledge sub-components are
represented by Table 12.
Table 12. The values of the knowledge development coefficient
The values of the knowledge development coefficient
The name of PBL
stage

The first PBL stage

The second PBL stage

The first group

The knowledge
sub-components

The second group

S1

S3

S5

S2

S4

S6

know-what

-0.13

-0.23

-0.20

-0.07

-0.17

-0.20

know-how

-0.25

-0.35

-0.48

-0.08

-0.13

-0.35

know-why

-035

-0.65

-0.65

-0.15

-0.45

-0.50

care-why

-0.40

-0.30

-0.50

-0.20

-0.20

-0.40

know-what

-0.07

-0.29

-0.21

0

-0.08

-0.15

know-how

-0.04

-0.12

-0.15

-0.06

-0.12

-0.18

know-why

-0.11

-0.20

-0.23

-0.11

-0.33

-0.37

care-why

-0.12

-0.28

-0.40

-0.02

-0.07

-0.11

4. Analysis of Knowledge Development Management
Analysis of data from Table12 reveals the development of students’ knowledge of the first and second collaborative
groups regarding all the knowledge sub-components. Furthermore, progress of the development of students’ knowledge
regarding know-how sub-component is significantly higher than one regarding know-what sub-component for both
collaborative groups.
The more adaptive assessment of students from the first collaborative group regarding know-why sub-component brings
the more progress in development their knowledge regarding this sub-component compared with progress in knowledge
development regarding care-whysub-component.
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The more adaptive assessment of students from the second collaborative group regarding care-why sub-component
causes the more progress in development their knowledge regarding this sub-component compared with progress in
knowledge development regarding know-why sub-component.
Conducted analysis demonstrates the effectiveness of managing the development of students’ knowledge through
setting adaptive assessment for different knowledge sub-component.
Comparing the values of the knowledge development coefficient of the first and the second collaborative groups
(Example 9) allows concluding that the second group has the more progress in the development of students’ knowledge
then the first group. It serves as evidence of the more effective collaboration of students and the more efficiency of the
shared accountability.
5. Conclusion
The proposed six-step approach sets the order of adaptive management of the developing students’ knowledge in the
comprehensive PBL environment. Organizing subject study through two-stage PBL and taking into account the specific
characteristics of the comprehensive PBL environment allow shaping adaptive knowledge management (KM) process
and defining the balance between personalized and collaborative learning.
The created mechanism for adaptive management of the development of students’ knowledge promotes adaptive
self-formation of knowledge-heterogeneous collaborative groups by sharing accountability among students for results
of performing project tasks. It provides adaptation of an instructor’s assessments to knowledge dynamics of individual
students and collaborative groups. The mechanism realizes adaptive choice of the projects of suitable complexity for the
collaborative groups and control tests for monitoring and assessment of individual students. It also adjusts an
instructor’s control questions to complexity levels of the projects performed by the collaborative groups.
Knowledge dynamics of students is evaluated by the proposed coefficient of knowledge development. It serves as a
constructive mean of estimating the approach.
Further research will be directed towards development of a practical method and a supporting system for adaptive
management of the development of students’ knowledge based on the proposed approach.
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